Machine learning topic models
Topic models are preferred for aspect extraction as coherent topics without requiring any manual support. Along with coherent topics, it also tends to find incoherent topics that doesn't make much sense, however, it shows better results for large datasets. It makes topic models a suitable choice for big data analysis. The supervised techniques require labeled data, while semi-supervised techniques need guidance from domain experts. Both supervised and semi-supervised techniques are least effective to largescale data and are not scalable for being domain specific. Among traditional unsupervised techniques, the dictionary based approach fails to address the domain specific relevance due to the use of general purpose dictionary. For example, screen and resolution generally have no relevance but are strongly co-related in domains of electronic devices. Frequency-relation based techniques struggle at the hands of multiple forms in which a word can exist. Aspect extraction is the most challenging part of ABSA, having the extraction mechanism shown in Fig. 2 . Topic models hold the advantage of identifying aspect terms and grouping them together under topics as a single step. Fig. 1 Comparison of information provided through sentiment analysis (at product level) and aspect-based sentiment analysis Fig. 2 The process of extracting product aspects which are used as opinion targets in aspect-based sentiment analysis Topic models have evolved over the past decade, having many extensions, to meet the challenges of real world applications. Knowledge-base topic models are provided with domain specific knowledge rules instead of seed aspects, following a semi-supervised approach. A paradigm shift was taken in to introduce automatic lifelong learning model that has a knowledge-base maintained automatically. The model learns by itself and apply that knowledge to improve results. The quality of knowledge improves with experience. It benefits from the grey (overlap) region among various domains in big data to learn popular patterns as knowledge and transfer it to the task in hand. Being unsupervised, the model is expected to learn wrong and irrelevant knowledge as well. But with experience they are pushed down the priority queue and are eventually filtered out. Lifelong learning models have four main components, i.e., knowledge representation, extraction, transfer, and maintenance/retention. With innovative ideas for knowledge engineering, more types of knowledge can be explored.
Big subjective data
There is big subjective data ever growing on various online sources that is produced by amateur authors (Katz et al. 2015) . It can be used for aspect extraction by analyzing the data at user, relationships and content levels (Tang et al. 2014; Guellil and Boukhalfa 2015) . Aspects are extracted in relation to the product it belongs and sentiment word used for it. Sentiments are to be contextualized and conceptualized for specialized domains (Gangemi et al. 2014; Weichselbraun et al. 2014) . Preserving the flow of association can be extended to explore reasons for the given sentiments. Online data is in large volume, covering a variety of domains, on various platforms having different formats and is being poured in continuously. It exists in abundance, covering a variety of topics and is freely available on blogs, forums, social media and review websites. It is being produced by amateur authors and is expected to have all sorts of inconsistencies including under or over use of capitalization, spelling mistakes, shortened words, slang, swearing, etc. The data available is huge and there is little known about it. Separating out a single domain from big data is a cumbersome task and it is unwise not to benefit from it for generalization and high accuracy. Considering the massive content produced online, only the techniques that can scale up to support big data can survive. That is how real world problems of data analysis and information extraction can be addressed. Domain in big subjective data is a collection of documents about a single subject usually a product in commercial data. A document is a user review submitted for that product using an online platform. The review documents can be processed at different levels where phrase level analysis is preferred for topic extraction. It yields better results to extract product aspects as topics, which is a collection of co-related phrases. Therefore, phrase level analysis is also known as aspect level analysis. Document or sentence level analysis can be used at pre-processing for ABSA to identify language, spam, subjectivity, slang, etc. Transcribed text has many words that doesn't have semantic meaning, e.g., Hmm, Aah and need to be filtered (Katz et al. 2015; Takeuchi and Yamaguchi 2014; Cailliau and Cavet 2013) . Datasets from transcribed and micro-blogging platforms have low accuracy due to noise (Ofek et al. 2014) . Structural (meta) information can be used in support of content for improving accuracy (Katz et al. 2015) , e.g., likes, shares, tweets, retweets, etc. Product aspects can exist in various forms, i.e., known or unknown based on prior knowledge of the domain. To increase data for stable results ) generated inverse of selected documents. Known aspects are provided as seeds to identify unknown aspects in a semi-supervised approach. They can be either explicitly mentioned or implied in a situation. It can consist of one or multiple terms, e.g., "battery life". The aspects and sentiments extracted are used for aspect-based sentiment analysis (Katz et al. 2014; Hai et al. 2014; Poria et al. 2013; Machova and Marhefka 2014; Medhat et al. 2014) .
Complex network analysis
The study of complex network analysis gained popularity to observe the nature of a system through the properties of its constituents. For example, Internet is a complex network of routers and computers having physical or wireless links. In social networks people have edges based on their relationships with other people. There are many complex networks available in real world as biological network, neural network, sports, hobbies, movies, religion, etc. These networks are used for a variety of purposes, e.g., constructing marketing strategies, tracking criminal organizations, analyzing social and psychological behavior, etc. There are different online social networks having complex nature, where World Wide Web is the largest complex network with known topological information having billions of nodes. Complex network falls in category of graph theory which initially focused on simple graphs. The use of complex networks has dramatically increased due to computerization of data acquisition leading to large datasets. The increased computing power has allowed to process millions of nodes at high performance. Most of the latest research is focused on combining different disciplines with complex networks. Complex networks have its roots in mathematics and statistics and are successfully used to give efficient solutions for problems in sociology, psychology, business, computer science and other disciplines.
Complex networks are highly resourceful where a system can be analyzed from a number of perspectives. It offers a range of properties to study the nature of a problem. Some of the commonly used complex network characteristics discussed in Albert and Barabási (2002) , Javarone et al. (2013) and Newman (2003) are briefly explained. Clustering, component or communities refers to many small clusters detected in a network. Clustering coefficient is the measure of degree to which nodes in a graph tends to cluster together. Most of the technological and real world complex networks have clustering coefficient higher than that of random clusters, which is an obvious proof for presence of patterns. Deeper analysis of these systems can help to identify the hidden patterns and use them for future tasks. Average path length is the mean length between any two randomly picked nodes. The concept of small-world property is based on the fact that most real world complex networks have short average path length. Diameter or connectedness is the maximal distance across the network. Diameter of a disconnected graph is infinite in which case maximum diameter across all clusters is considered. Degree is the number of edges of a node while degree distribution shows the average spread of node degrees across the network. Scale free networks, network resilience, network navigation, etc. are some other properties of networks. Complex networks are constructed for natural language can introduce these diverse properties to Machine Learning for Natural Language Processing tasks. It has words as nodes associated through co-occurrence or semantic co-relation. Like many other real world complex networks, the Natural Language networks also obeys the small world property and showed high clustering co-efficient.
Complex network analysis is used to address problems in a variety of domains. It has relevance to text analysis for being rich in information, preserving order and hierarchy, etc. Complex networks are used for various NLP tasks in the past. Complex networks can offer a number of properties discussed in previous section. Complex networks are used for text categorization and summarization in literature (Chang and Kim 2013; Cancho et al. 2007; Hassan et al. 2007) . Constructing a complex network of the big textual data, the global properties of the network reveals the nature of dataset in general. Networks having more randomness with low clustering coefficient and longer average path lengths are assumed to have more information with low confidence. Biased networks tends to show popular patterns with higher confidence. Complex networks helps to compartmentalize different NLP tasks and provide visualization to help analyze the problem. However, it can also be used as a knowledge-base in support with a machine learning technique. An important aspect of complex networks is that the effect of a community within a network can be identified through its neighbors. This concept is also used for NLP tasks in machine learning where the context of a word is better understood by its surrounding words. A complex network of big textual data is shown in Fig. 3 where (a) gives a view of the complex network of big data. The colors represent different domains in dataset while the size of the nodes show the popular terms in each domain. Figure 5b shows how communities exist within a domain of the network and their impact on each other through neighboring nodes. Communities with high clustering coefficient and modularity gives a popular pattern with greater support from different review authors in the dataset.
Rough sets
Rough set theory is an independent discipline and has substantial progress in different application domains. Probabilistic rough sets relax the rigid thresholds of Pawlak rough sets (Pawlak 1982) to overcome its limitation and raise its applicability. The Fig. 3 Knowledge as complex network with a using colors as different domains while sizes vary based on popularity (as degree). b shows identifying communities, within a domain, as knowledge rules, based on clustering coefficient suitable probabilistic thresholds having some level of error tolerance are evaluated in relevance to the data by using decision-theoretic rough set (DTRS) model, Bayesian rough set (BRS) model, variable precision rough set (VPRS) model, game-theoretic rough set (GTRS) model (Yao 2007; Śle et al. 2005; Ziarko 1993; Herbert and Yao 2011; Azam and Yao 2014) . Jaccard Index is used in Clark et al. (2013) to explore similarity measure among regions. Rough sets based analysis helps in situations of decision making when there is limitation of information, multi-decision criteria, feature selection, rule mining, business prediction and fault diagnosis. The decision rules are analyzed for robustness to classify on partially matched data (Azam and Yao 2013) . LML topic models can benefit from rough sets to decide learning patterns due to multi-decision criteria as the information available is insufficient.
Rough sets separate the problem space into three disjoint regions has Positive, negative and boundary region by following certain criteria. The objects (data instances) at the boundary region partially accept the criteria applied on it. A satisfaction function is used to measure the relevance of an object to the conditional criteria. To address classification problems with rough sets, three-way decisions with probabilistic rough set (Yao 2010 ) are introduced. Three-way decision detect communities with relationships as completely belong, completely not belong and incompletely belong . It achieved higher accuracy as compared to two-way decision, which were forcefully classifying objects even if there isn't enough information available for it. Three-way decision use defer state to store objects that are not classified to any of the available classes. Sequential three-way decisions (Yao 2013; Li et al. 2013a, b; Su et al. 2013 ) utilize a hierarchical structure of multi-view descriptions to discover objects that are less known by increasing the amount of information at each level. The objective is to use only the information required to classify an object for scenarios where acquiring information is expensive. Only the objects with defer state are further investigated. A cluster ensemble technique is used in Yu and Zhou (2013) , using three-way agreement among multiple clustering models.
Aspect extraction review
Unsupervised techniques are preferred for aspect extraction because they are efficient and domain independent. Therefore, they can be easily scaled up to big data consisting of aspects from a variety of domains. Since no training data is required, they are inexpensive and can be directly applied to fresh content. The accuracy of unsupervised techniques is low as it generate incoherent topics that does not have semantic relationship with other terms in the topic. Supervised and semi-supervised techniques require experts and domain specific guidance and are therefore discouraged for real world big data analysis. Recent work on aspect extraction is focused on improving the accuracy of unsupervised techniques by enabling them to improve through a learning mechanism. Parts-of-speech (POS) tagging and stop words removal is performed at pre-processing, so that the efficiency can be improved by applying aspect extraction on potential aspects only, also called candidate aspects. Taxonomy of unsupervised topic extraction techniques covered in the study is given in Fig. 4 .
Frequency and relation-based techniques
Aspect-based SA was introduced in Hu and Liu (2004) using frequency-relation based technique for unsupervised aspect extraction. They generated a list of candidate aspects above a frequency threshold and then removed candidate aspects that do not exhibit aspects-like behavior. An aspect is expected to belong to an entity and is associated to a sentiment word. Some rarely mentioned candidate aspects are added to the list for their strong aspects-like nature. It did not perform well with multi-term aspects and completely ignored implicit aspects. The precision of this technique was improved in Popescu and Etzioni (2007) by verifying aspect-entity relationship for candidate aspects through point-wise mutual information (PMI). Some pre-defined discriminators were used to mine patterns like "___ of an entity", "entity having ___", etc. in which an aspect may exist with its entity. They are applied at lexicons and therefore avoid over-fitting but miss the context (Katz et al. 2015; Cambria et al. 2013) . The online lexicon sources has many irrelevant words that are not contributing effectively (Tsai et al. 2013 ).
The later work with frequency-relation based approach is focused on applying more variety of relational filters to reduce the long list of frequent candidate aspect. Additional filters are applied at document and paragraph level. They associated high rating with aspects given in pros and cons format and used them to explore more aspects. Majority of the aspects happen to be domain specific thus candidate aspects having high frequency in generic corpus are least likely to be an aspect. To extract multi-term aspects with improved accuracy the C value measure (Frantzi 1998 ) resolve term distance. Frequent candidate aspects are used as core aspects by using the distance measure in Cilibrasi and Vitanyi (2007) to explore more aspects. Relational dependency parsers are used in Qiu et al. (2011) to drop out irrelevant candidate aspect terms. The aspects extracted are mapped to their associated sentiments (Tuveri and Angioni 2014; Zhang and Liu 2014) . Limited work has been done in finding implicit aspects which are complex to find as compared to explicit aspects. They can be found in the form of adjectives and adverbs. They are used in linguistic patterns to explore implicit aspects. An implicit aspect is not used but is implied in a situation. A clustering based approach is used to map implicit aspects to their respective explicit aspects through mutual reinforcement relationship among clusters (Su et al. 2008) . The associations among clusters were weighted based on frequency to explore implicit aspects through reliable links. Two-phase association rule mining (ARM) is used to map implicit aspects to their corresponding explicit aspects using sentiment words as condition (Hai et al. 2011 ). The rule consequents (explicit aspects) are used to generate more conditions for ARM, where implicit aspects could be mined. Bag-of-Nouns scheme is used to extract candidate aspects from each cluster and is provided to self-organizing maps (Kohonen and Somervuo 1998) to reduce the feature set. The aspects extracted are domain specific while keeping the model independent of domain and language. Clustering based approaches have been used previously in weakly supervised approaches. Multi-level aspect extraction has been a new concept introduced in aspect extraction as agglomerative clustering over the clusters of aspects. These techniques has suffered from the richness of natural language. Some of the major NLP challenges faced by machine learning techniques are discussed in Khan et al. (2016) .
Probabilistic topic models
Probabilistic topic models have been extensively used in information extraction to great effect. Although it doesn't mine the semantics in content but uses co-relations between words through heavy computations for calculating probabilities of words co-existence. It follows BOW approach by considering the importance of words and their positions only. This idea doesn't seem convincing, however, it produced reliable results when applied on a large volume of data. The initial parameters required can be extracted from the corpus or provided as constant. The probabilistic topic models extract topics from documents or generate documents from topics. They are either based on Probabilistic Latent Semantic Analysis pLSA (Hofmann 1999) or Latent Dirichlet Allocation LDA (Blei et al. 2003) . Candidate aspects are mostly found in the form of nouns and noun phrases. Topic models are extended differently to focus on candidate aspect terms only. One of the advantages of using topic models, is that they identify and aggregate aspect terms at the same time. Topic models extract hidden thematic patterns in large collection of documents (Schouten and Frasincar 2016).
Aspect-sentiment joint model extract topics and distribute them further among aspect, positive-sentiment and negative-sentiment models (Mei et al. 2007) . It is based on pLSA and requires user guidance to define the separation among the given models. The topic models are found to converge to global topics which are products and brand, while ignore aspects due to homogeneity. MG-LDA (Multi-grain LDA) addresses this problem by running LDA globally to extract entities while locally (through a sliding window) to extract aspects. The model proposed in Branavan et al. (2009) considers a special type of review format, i.e., having pros and cons section separate from the review document. The key phrases from the pros and cons section are used to extract more candidate aspects, based on distributional similarity between them. They claimed to extract aspects even from incomplete reviews, however, did not provide the separation between aspects and sentiment words. The sentiment words extracted through topic models as candidate aspects are pruned by considering them as non-aspect adjectives. Two joint models, that are sentiment-LDA and dependency-sentiment-LDA are used to extract aspects through their dependency on sentiment words, however, the separation between aspects and sentiment words was inconclusive.
MaxEnt-LDA (Zhao et al. 2010 ), a hybrid model is used to discover aspects and sentiments and the separation is performed through syntactic patterns. Multinomial distributions are performed for the extracted word to indicate whether it is aspect or sentiment word, while it learns initial values from training data. More hybrid models that are used for reliable separation between aspects and sentiments by training the model with a labeled dataset (Griffiths et al. 2004 ). The semi-supervised topic models required user guidance as initial seeds in order to extract more aspects. They provide high accuracy with guided inference to produce aspect distribution confirming to user's needs. They are incorporated differently in where the extracted aspects are also supported with ratings and evidence to claim their authenticity.
Knowledge-based topic models
In order to reduce the gap in accuracy of supervised and semi-supervised topic models, several knowledge-based models were proposed that improved results with manually provided knowledge rules instead of seed aspects. DF-LDA (Andrzejewski and Zhu 2009) was introduced as a knowledge-based topic model, to which knowledge rules are provided in the form of must-links and cannot-links. The earlier semi-supervised models required experts to provide seed aspects. It changed the perspective towards aspect extraction as the accuracy was related to the quality and usefulness of knowledge. The knowledge rules guided the model to decide which aspect terms to put together under the same topic. Intra-topic terms possess high must-link probability while inter-topic aspect terms hold high cannot-link probabilities. It empowered the model to decide where to place an extracted aspect term by incorporating its knowledge. A problem identified with this model is that of being two strict for its rules, limiting its utility to certain scenarios.
In spite of the benefits of knowledge-based models, the knowledge is domain specific and is provided manually. Therefore, the model lack scalability to process big data. Secondly, it always believe the user support to be accurate, where as a mediocre domain expert might want to provide some intuition but is not exactly sure of the accuracy of the support provided. The model does not have any mechanism of verifying the knowledge provided and rectifying it through the actual data. The issue was addressed through Automatic knowledge-based model that learns and apply knowledge without any external support. It can process many unknown domains in big data and can extract and process knowledge from within, by exploiting the large volume of data. The results of the model improves, as it grows with experience.
Automatic knowledge-based topic models learn knowledge automatically without any user intervention proposed in . The mechanism of aspect extraction, learning knowledge and its transfer in current task is depicted in Fig. 5 . The model learns adaptively, is independent of the nature of domains that it processes and can be tuned for big data analysis. The model exploits the huge size of data and its variety of formats to its own advantage for knowledge verification. It benefits from the grey region, overlapping among various domains. But an automatic learning model is expected to learn wrong knowledge that can be identified at the later stages as the model grows in experience. Topics extracted with baseline-LDA are clustered to ensure good quality knowledge. The knowledge rules learnt are of equal importance, which make it inconclusive towards conflicting knowledge rules. The model in learn through multi-support frequent itemset mining (MS-FIM) (Liu et al. 1999) . Knowledge is transferred into the model through multi-generalized poya urn (M-GPU) model (Mahmoud 2008; Mimno et al. 2011) to adjust the position of knowledge terms in current domain. Transitivity problem is addressed by connecting knowledge rules that share a word and have common context. LML models make results highly dependent on the knowledgebase to guide the inference in Gibbs sampling. With knowledge engineering, the quality of knowledge and their contribution can be enhanced. New varieties of knowledge can help with more useful insights. knowledge-based content recommendation systems are analyzed in Burke (2002 Burke ( , 2007 and Tang et al. (2013) .
Discussion
Lifelong machine learning (LML) models can only keep up with the processing needs of data produced online. It requires minimal pre-processing and can be directly applied to mine popular topics for exploring big data. For aspect-based sentiment analysis, the extracted topics are considered as aspects while the words in the topic are the different forms of referring to it. Automatic knowledge-based models are inspired from semi-supervised models to which domain specific knowledge is manually provided. LML models manage a knowledge-base automatically. It may learn wrong and irrelevant knowledge as well. Wrong knowledge can resonate for few future tasks, lowering their accuracy, until filtered out. Despite of that, LML models guide the big data analysis problem in the right direction, where new ideas from different domains can be incorporated to improve the quality and contribution of the knowledge-base. LML models require minimal effort in pre-processing. It does not require data from different domains to be separated. It can also be applied to data with noise and inconsistencies. However, in that case the model takes longer to converge to coherent topics. The learning curve is heavily dependent on the nature and structure of the knowledge-base. LML models are specifically designed for big textual data and therefore performs poor with single domain. It would therefore, be inappropriate to compare its topic coherence with that of the traditional ML techniques. LML models exploit the large volume of data to its advantage, to identify popular patterns and use them towards improving the accuracy of the machine learning model. Table 1 shows comparison in the approach of various knowledge based topic models. Table 2 shows that how optimum learning is critical for the accuracy of the model. At low error tolerance the model is not learning enough and there isn't much improvement in results. Whereas by raising the error tolerance below suitable values, noise is introduced to the knowledge-base and the results deteriorate. The value with (*) is the highest accuracy and shows suitable thresholds for error tolerance. However, these values vary with the nature of data and therefore, suitable thresholds for learning must-links and cannot-links are to be evaluated for each dataset. Topic models stand on strong conceptual and mathematical base and are very flexible; therefore, more high level ideas from different domains can be used to incorporate knowledge into it. Unlike must-link and cannot-link word pairs, knowledge as complex network is highly resourceful and can help on multiple fronts. It can reveal the general nature of data based on its global properties and decide how much to learn from it. While based on the local properties, particular clusters or communities are preserved as knowledge. It shares some similarities with the data as network (DAN) model . Like DAN model a normalized weighted network is generated for the given data. Elements are represented as nodes sharing edges based on similarity, as co-occurrence. However, communities with low clustering coefficient may not be preferred as knowledge. Dense communities can be trusted for having high confidence. Complex network have provided useful solutions in different disciplines and can be effective with knowledge-based models. Popular nodes can be given high priority in decision making introduced in Javarone et al. (2013) where node with high degree are given preference over others in decision making. The percolation theory discussed in Albert and Barabási (2002) is the presence of a critical probability at which giant cluster is formed. The concept is known as percolation transition in mathematics and statistical mechanics. At a value smaller than critical probability the number of communities are identified for the given data as probable number of knowledge rules.
LML models are far from where they can be used for many purposes to recommend items, when applied on big data. The knowledge-based models, i.e., DF-LDA , MC-LDA used must-links and cannot-links manually provided by domain experts. GK-LDA and LTM used must-links only that were verified from the data through probability and clustering based filters. AKL used both automatically mined must-links and cannot-links, however, the clustering method used for knowledge extraction proves to be the performance bottleneck. The knowledge extraction and transfer mechanism was improved in AMC using FIM with multiple support. It gives high accuracy and performance as compared to the previous models. All of the existing LML topic models use machine learning techniques to extract knowledge that has proved to be limited in scope. It is therefore desired to introduce ideas from different domains so that the learning mechanism of LML models can be enhanced. The existing models lack knowledge maintenance and retention module, due to which the knowledge extraction process is repeated each time a task is performed. It adversely affect the performance of the model. Secondly the quality of a knowledge rule and its contribution can never be monitored. Therefore, a knowledge retention module is required to store knowledge learnt. More variety of knowledge is required that would relate aspects to their respective products. Product-aspect association is important to be resolved when multiple products and their aspects are discussed in comparison to each other. Similarly an aspect can be complex enough to have lower order of aspects forming a hierarchy. The machine learning knowledge extraction mechanisms used, i.e., point-wise mutual information (PMI), clustering, frequent itemset mining (FIM) do not have the depth to address the discussed issues and limitations.
There are different content recommender systems developed that incorporates some degree of knowledge by processing content along with meta information (Bobadilla et al. 2013; Ricci et al. 2011; Lops et al. 2011) . The learning patterns of LML models can benefit from rough sets as very few rules can be learnt as knowledge. The others having boundary level satisfaction are hard to decide. Unfortunately most of the relations lie in this region and therefore, discarding them will leave the learning module ineffective. For optimum learning the model needs to analyze data and then decide what to learn from each domain. In spite of aspect extraction and sentiment analysis based models, there is still a need of standardizing the dataset and evaluation criteria (Schouten and Frasincar 2016) . With the availability of ConceptNet as a more precise semantic lexicon resource, Bag-of-concepts should be used for analysis instead of Bag-of-words. Influence analysis are the extensions of aspect-based sentiment analysis identifying the influence of an entity on another (Nguyen et al. 2015; Rabade et al. 2014) . These newly found sub-fields are modifying the process towards building problem specific real world application.
Conclusion
LML models are recently used for NLP tasks. Complex networks can be used as a learning module for LML models. In order to have LML models with improved accuracy, the contextual semantics of domains are to be investigated. With a good learning model, accuracy of the model improves with experience. Since LML models can learn wrong knowledge as well, therefore, the model needs to have a strong filtering mechanism. The learning curve of the model is dependent on sequence of tasks as well. Tasks having more relevance will help the model learn better. To extract hierarchical topics, major modifications are to be made to the learning and transfer mechanism. To support streaming data, the knowledge module needs to grow adaptively. LML models have a wide range of applications as they suit the processing needs of the real world data produced online. With social media the model can monitor the online activities of people for sentiment analysis. It can help to dig deeper for hazard analysis, threat analysis, detecting criminal organization and identifying sparks for potential chaos. With the cost effective availability of hardware, LML models can best serve the processing needs of big data.
